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ABSTRACT 
The documents of history, about Achamenian period, are restricted to the books which are 
written by Greek historians about Iran and the kinds of Achamenian kingdom and with 
inscriptions which have left memorial of that times and they have not been read and 
unknown unfortunately.  After the time that European scientists and the famous 
orientalists succeeded to reading cuneiform and they distinguished the differences among 
ancient Persian, Babelian and Elamite language.  The key of reading and knowing the 
inscriptions of Achamenian period was discovered.  Because understanding of every people 
and nation's history needs, confirmly, to the scientifical documents and logical witnesses 
and reasons and on the other hand petrographs, boards and inscriptions can be the best 
reason for historical events and social and political conditions of any nation.  In this paper, 
we point to the inscriptions, boards and tombs in here and there of Achamenian palaces, 
both in Fars Estakhr and the Susa in Khuzestan, and in regions such as Hamadan or outside 
of Iran have been discovered. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tombs: 

 Architecture of the first Persian kings was diffe from architecture of Achamenian kings' tombs but it was so 

important that the king's body has returned to his birthplace in Persia.  The marked architecture of the building is 

a reflex of an Iranian local design obviously, but there has been a probability that the Lybian tombs like Aliyats' 

tomb in Sardis has effected on it.  The Cyrus tomb although simple, is great.  It is a building include one room 

with a steep roof which is built on a platform includes six stairs which are shavened of some great stone pieces.  

A small room which places on the basis of six layers and any floor is smaller than its below floor.  There are the 

other samples of this kind of one room tomb in Iran but perhaps more interested of all is an uncomplete tomb 

near the Takhte Jamshid that only its tall platform is remained.  It may be the place of tomb that the second 

Kambojiyeh had been determined it for buring himself but the happening battles during replacement for sudden 

death has changed such preparation (Brosious 2010,p.96).  The architecture of the  First Achamenian kings on 

the time of the first Darious was changed.  His and his successor's Tombs created a new architectural shape i.e. 

the rucky tomb which its designing was as a cross and has been sharing on a mountain parapet near the Takhte 

Jamshid on the stone (Barosious, 2010,p96), the assumption is that it may the thinking of digging the mountain 

and prepare it for burring the dead was caused byDarious when it was stayed in Egypt and the time he escorted 

Kambojiyeh in campaining to Egypt.  The tombs in which Darious and his successors have been burried.  As 

Diodoor Cicilly describes it, this tombs have been digging on the intact rocks in mountain slope.  These tombs 

are divided in two groups: three groups are placed behind the Takhte Jamshid palaces and the other four groups 

are placed in 3.5 kilometers of them i.e. a place which is called Naqshe Rostam.  This area is called Naqshe 

Rostam for the local people imagine that one of the stone cuttings is the picture of Rostam who is a national 

hero that is composed by Ferdosi.  The arrangement of these tombs is the same.  The outside of it shows a 

picture which includes three parts and a part which is built on the other is  the same of a Greek cross (Kelman 

Howar, 2010,p102).   

 

The First Darious Tomb:  

 Of four Achamenian tombs placed in Naqshe Rostam, only Darious tomb has an inscription, which includes 

detailed petrographs and many shorter petrographs in cuneiform and as three languages, in Persian, Elamite and 
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Babel languages.  As it was pointed before the outside sight and the method of building Naqshe Rostam and 

Takhte Jamshid's tombs has been the same.  For keeping away the dead from spreading the water and splashing 

of it to the inside of the tombs, they had been shaved channel gravestones which pour the water splashings to 

out.  The other note is that the only Achamenian tomb, in Takhte Jamshid, which has inscriptions is the third 

Artaxerxes. 

 There is a building near of Morghab Mashhad which the local people call it Solomons mother's tomb 

because its most upper floor reminds the women's tombs in Muslims cemetries, the most archeologists believes 

that this building is Cyrus' tomb.  But only Diulafowa believes that the called building is Kasandan's tomb who 

is the wife of the well known world conqueror (Kelman Hoter, 2010,p.102). 

 

Decoding:  

 Decoding of cuneiform starts by the tourists who visited the ruins of Takhte Jamshid, Achamenian's capital, 

in eighteen century A.D. these inscriptions have been written in three different forms of cuneiform.  The identify 

of this place was unknown in eighteen century A.D.. finally, the study of the Greek historical books led the 

people to this idea that this place is Perspolise itself and its construction may be the action of Achamenians 

kings whose names has existed in History book by Herodot i.e. Cyrus, Darious and Xerxes.  The first success in 

decoding of the ancient Persian characters was obtained by G.F. Grotfend from Germany.  The review of the 

passages indicated that the character (line) has been written from left to right.  Transcription of ancient Persian 

context was completed little by little during ten years.  The comparison of the books about Greek history 

allowed Rawlinson to distinguish more signs.  The other scientists specially Edward Hines from Irland have 

made important cooperations in decoding developments.  But it was the act of Rawilinson that left his seal on 

the whole of this boldy action (Waker, 1996,p.73). 

 

Behistan: Inscription: 

 The inscription of Behistan which is more important than the whole of Achamenian inscriptions and the 

first Darious has been attempted to explaining his actions about suppressing of mutinous people and claimants 

of kingdom and developing the justice and has mentioned the countries in his territory.  This inscription has 

been written in three ancient Persian, Elamite, Assyrian (Azizollah Bayat, 2011,p.22). 

 The Behistan's inscription the largest inscription in world, is the first known Iranian text and it is one of 

compilation of Achamenian dynasty which is placed in Hersin town in 30 kilometers of Kermanshah.  In this 

inscription, Darious describes the story of untrue bardiya and the revolutions have been happened in different 

parts during the beginnings of his monarchy.  The inscription of the foundation of Apadana palace in Takhte 

Jamshd: The inscriptions of the foundation of Takhte Jamshid include the eight ancient inscriptions which have 

been left over since the kingdom of wellknown Darious.  These inscriptions have been discovered from the 

bellow of Appadana a palace's columns in Takhte Jamshid  That four inscriptions have been made of gold and 

the other four inscriptions of silver.  Darious commanded to engraving the name and the address and specialties 

of Iranshahr on the four golden and silver inscriptions in three lines and languages such as ancient Persian, 

Babel and Elamite (Shahbazi). The inscription of the foundation of Takhte Jamshid's south wall:   

 This inscription is placed in the south side of Parseh.  This inscription has been devided in four parts and in 

each part an inscription, in cuneiform, has been carved.  From left to right side it has been written in Elamite and 

Babel cuneiform arrangemently (Shahbazi). There is an inscription of Darious, on the Alvand mountain near 

Hamadan which includes 50 words. 

 There is an inscription of Darious in the Sooez  canal which is belong to digging a canal that connects one 

of the Nile branches to the Red sea.  Its contents according to the German Visbach's translation is "I am Persian 

and by the help of Persian people conquered Egypt.  I ordered that they drilled this canal from the running which 

is belong to the second Artaxerxes (Ardeshir) that has been written in three languages as ancient Persian, 

Elamite and Assyrian languages.  In this inscription Artaxerxes after praising Ahooramazda has been introduced 

himself (Bayat, 2011,p.22). An inscription has been discoverd in Takhte Jamshid which is belong to the third 

Artaxerxes and Artaxerxes after worshiping Ahooramazda has introduced himself in it (Pirnia, p. 187). 

 

The human rights charter of Great Cyrus:  

 The human rights charter of Cyrus or muddy cylander is a large board made from cooked mud which has 

been written in order of great Achamenian Cyrus the Achamenian king and builder of Achamenian kingdom in 

528 B.C..  In the first part of this inscription from the Bible historiographers and in the final part of it the Cyrus' 

words and orders has been written in cuneiform language and line (Akedian).  This cylander his been discovered 

in Sgillar temple (Merdoc temple) the bable great God in Bable city in 1258 solar calendar 2011 A.D. 

(Rezaeeian). 

 In 1312, the council of archeologist belong to the Shicago university of USA, discovered 30000 muddy 

boards that many of them were complete and some of them were broken.  These 30000 muddy boards deposited 

to the orientalism institution belong to the Shicago university in 1314 until they are read by experts. 
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 These muddy boards have been written in cuneiform and ancient Persian and Elamite languages.  

 After translating of the mentioned boards it was defined that they included the report or work report of 

Perspolice royal places (Takht-e-Jamshid) since the great Darious kindom to the end of Xerxes period.  Amount 

of earnings given to the workers, construction workers, architects and stone cutters and the numbers of workers 

in attention to the years of Darious and Xerxes' kingdom have been noted and it was determined that anybody 

was not forced labour and all of them recieved a salary righteously (Mohammad Panah, 1999,p.100). 

 The oldest Achamenian period's boards and before the begining of great Cyrus kingdom are two golden 

boards which have been discovered in Hamadan, that has been the spring capital of Achamenian, by a council of 

European archeologists and then have been read in 1920 A.D. (1299 Solar calendar).   These two board have 

been written in cuneiform and ancient Persian language and they are belong to the Aryarmaneh and Arsham 

Shab whose are ancestor and grandfather of Darious.  The Ariyarmaneh's golden board is keeping in Berlin 

museum and Arsham Shah's golden Board is keeping in a private museum of a French is called Marcell Vidal 

(Sumi, 1987).  

 

Conclusion:  

 The written heritage of Achamenian kings from Cyrus till the third Darious, the kingdom boards and 

thousand boards which have been discovered in Perspolice.  Although archeologists have notanything except 

these documents for restorating the historical events of 2 centuries of Achamenian kingdom nevertheless the 

importance of the Achamenian boards can not be ignored.   These boards which often have been written in order 

of  Darious, Xerxes and Artaxerxes on the boards or stones have hide more interesting notes about the ancient 

history of the Middle East what attracts the attention of everyone about Achamenian kingdom's boards, at the 

first step, is containing variety and the objects (goods) genus on which these inscriptions has been engraved.  

More of these boards have been written in three current and formal languages of Achamenian empire i.e. 

Persian, Elamite and Bablian some of these boards have been written for recognitng embossed painting and or 

places and the name and the title of the king forms their main containing some samples of these simple boards 

have been seen on the walls and embossed paintings of Cyrus and the first Darious's places in Pasargad and 

takht-e-Jamshid and have been seen on the stamps and some vases.  These boards help to the archeologists until 

they can recognise the buildings on which these boards have been written of course, we must not ignore the role 

of scientists like Rawilson and the others in investing and decodingof the boards. 
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